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Details of Visit:

Author: RyanS
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 11/3/2003 3pm
Duration of Visit: 1hr+
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Sacha English, Busty Blonde MILF
Website: http://www.escort-sacha.com
Phone: 07905113440

The Premises:

Spotlessly clean, very nicely decorated and furnished flat in seventies built block in leafy suburb of
Maidenhead. Plenty of free parking.

The Lady:

Elegant, curvy, mature lady, 5'5" tall, 34C. Collar length bottle-blonde hair (shorter than on web-
site), lovely expressive green eyes. Tanned all-over, shaven pussy, lots of sparkling smiles, quite a
deep sexy voice. 

The Story:

As usual I was looking for a girl that offered French kissing, and was based somewhere between
Newbury and Slough. After contacting several girls in the area I decided that Sacha was my best
bet and we swapped a few emails (tip - Sacha doesn't check email very often so you may have to
wait a couple of days for a reply to an email)

We set a date for our meeting at Sacha's place in Maidenhead. I was given the approximate
location so I could download a map from the web then phoned the flat from my mobile when I got
there. I was given the final directions and walked on up to the flat. Sacha opened the door dressed
in a simple white blouse and a mini skirt that suited her down to the ground - difficult to ignore the
temptation to squeeze her bum as soon as I saw her! A very attractive and charming up-market
lady, although not my usual type. Sacha ushered me into the tastefully furnished lounge complete
with several copies of Forum magazine, TV and VCR. I was offered a drink and we had a very brief
chat, mostly about my likes and dislikes. I declined a massage pointing out that I preferred to start
with a kiss and cuddle, and Sacha seemed particularly interested in the sensitivity of my nipples!
Then we promptly moved on to the small double bedroom which has a well-placed mirror to one
side of the bed, good selection of music playing in the background. Sacha removed my jacket and
gently eased down my shirt kissing my nipples as she went, then returning to kiss me full on the lips
- very erotic and had me hard as rock in no time. I love starting off this way, standing up! Sacha was
now in my arms wearing just her tanga panties, under-wired bra and hold-up stockings, kissing
each other all over. Sacha's firm heavy tits looked good in her bra so I asked her to keep it on for a
while while I squeezed them and explored them with my tongue. Sacha's face was now quite
flushed so it was safe to assume she was becoming very aroused (that's something that is very
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difficult to fake!) so I felt I just had to oblige when she asked me to get down on the bed so she
could suck my cock. OWO was good - not as deep as I like but with lots and lots of saliva dribbled
all over the glans - lovely! Sacha also took my balls in her mouth while squeezing my perineum.
While Sacha was sucking my cock I had a good view of her well-rounded arse in the mirror to the
side of the bed so I began exploring it with my hands until Sacha got up and demanded that I take
her from behind. Well the lady didn't have to ask twice! Took a good grip of her waist and alternated
between firm shafting and long slow deep grinding of her sopping wet pussy, all the while taking the
time to watch the action in the mirror. To my surprise the snugness of her pussy meant this became
too much for me very quickly so we swapped to mish and I banged into her again like this for a
while taking the opportunity to kiss her deeply on the lips and all around her neck, then sitting
between her thighs holding her ankles in each hand giving us both a good view of my rubbered-up
cock sliding in and out of her juicy snatch. Sacha asked me to take her from behind again so I was
more than happy to oblige but couldn't hold out much longer and shot a good wad of spunk into the
end of the rubber whilst thrusting deep inside her.

We then took a few minutes to relax and talked about Sacha's background mainly. Sacha is an
intelligent girl and very open about what she does so it was an amusing and interesting
conversation - good to hear her perspective on the punting scene. Well, we weren't talking for too
long before kissing and cuddling started again and I needed to explore her soft skin in some more
detail so Sacha asked me to stroke her nipples with the tip of my cock then she massaged the shaft
between her squeezable tits before wanking me. She wanted me to shoot my load over her nipples
but I knew there wouldn't be much to shoot second time around so I decided it was time to taste
Sacha's juices, burying my head between her thighs and sucking on her labia, my tongue
wandering over her thighs, belly and bum whilst she sucked and wanked my cock. It was necessary
to get inside her again so we repeated round one by fucking doggy style for a while then she
flopped onto her back so I could get a grip of her ankles, spread her legs wide and shaft her shaven
pussy. By getting a better grip on her legs and watching the action in the mirror I climaxed again,
driving my member deep into Sacha's slot, the bed shaking noisily in time with each thrust.

Sacha's nipples are very sensitive and it doesn't take a lot of effort to get them erect. On the other
hand Sacha's clit and G-spot did not seem particularly sensitive and I had the impression that she is
aroused most by the pressure of a cock or fingers inside her rather than direct massage of the usual
"buttons". She is naturally erotic and talks dirty but not in a way that is excessive - she knows
exactly how to turn a guy on and keep him turned on, clearly the product of years of careful study!

By the time we finished I was dripping with sweat so Sacha took me to the spotlessly clean shower
where I had a quick body-wash before dressing. Sacha showed me to the door wearing her sexy
undies and a black slip - so it was extremely difficult to avoid the temptation to squeeze her bum
one more time! A quick kiss and I was off on my travels again feeling like one happy puppy!

Sex with Sacha was indistinguishable from girlfriend sex and she is obviously very comfortable with
what she does which makes it easy to talk to her about trying out other things. Sacha is one of
those women that knows how to look her best in sexy underwear and she certainly looks hot in
skimpy panties, push-up bras and black stockings.
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